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Period 04th – 09th April, 2016
Participant Attended – 24
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1.

All facilities/course material is best useful to procurement work. The period of this training
should be two weeks for better course practice.

2.

I have learnt the e-procurement process which helps me to implement this immediately in to
my office which is long over due.

3.

The course is nice. The infrastructure is top class.

4.

Excellent facilities, learned & hardworking faculties, friendly environment & my desire to visit
again to learn more.

5.

Immensely beneficial for officers like us who are in the decision making process.

6.

Most of the faculties are highly experienced and encouraged the trainees to participate in the
discussion.

7.

This training curse has undoubtedly added to our understanding of the word ‘Procurement
and has accordingly proved meaningful and effective’.

8.

I could get more insight on GFR and its practical application.

9.

Good food and green surroundings improve health. The lots of latest developments known
through the course.

10.

Broadly GFR and Audit paras well understood.

11.

Understanding the process of procurement as per GFR/CVG/DGS&D Rules and guide lines to
deal with the situation arise while doing procurements.

12.

Gives an insight into lots of existing CVC, other finance rule exists and better understanding
of GFR rules and procedures.

13.

Accuracy, efficiency, etc will certainly boost up after this successful training. Some more
instructor should be deputed in computer lab so that to clarify everyone in time.

14.

Benefited immensely from the course. It has helped me build my knowledge base on the
aspects of procurement.

15.

I have confident from the training, would perform my duty more effective than before.

16.

The course certainly helped to understand the procurement rules to a great entertain.

17.

There is no doubt that this training programme will enhance our knowledge and
understanding of various procedures. E-procurement training was most informative and
relevant.

18.

I have been performing procurement job for my department for last three years. I have done
it without any proper training. Training at NIFM is like oiling machine.

Period 25th – 30th April, 2016
Participant Attended – 53
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. The course is very useful.
2. This course is really good.
3. NIFM has made this course very interesting.
4. The course is quite useful in practical work and bring improvement in Govt./PSU organization
up to the expectation. The course to be continued further.
5. Procurement knowledge has been received with finer details, but course needs to be for 1
month for the procurement probationers.
6. Practical orientation on e-publishing was demonstrated well.
7. Training is highly knowledge and useful in the area of e-procurement. I find quite interesting and
enjoyable during training session.
8. E-procurement is the new area where I have personally benefited a lot.
9. Yes, the course was very beneficial and enlightening. However, it needs to be planned and
executed in a more practical manner, so that all speakers are able to impart their material in due
course at time.
10. Training related to Public Procurement was good, include technical parameters to access the
Quantity of different items purchased by Govt. of India.
11. Procurement procedure is effective and useful. Duration of course must be reviewed specially
classes tableau by Sh. Amitabha Datta (highly experience) & efficient faculty member.)
12. Purchase procedure and e-procurement is very effective and useful for peas of Govt. employees.
13. Awareness about purchase of stock articles and invitation of tenders in various capacities. In
Hostel room in summer session is at present chadass should be personel instead of quits.
(Rojains) Session on E-procurement especially on computers is very inadequate at least two days
should be given for practical training.
14. Many doubt of practices and procedural action have cleared. Exposure of work of consultancy
have major benefits for me since I am dealing with procurement of Goods.
15. Suggestion: “e-procurement” requires more duration particularly practical. Participants be
asked to come with DSC for on right practical work of “e-procurement”
16. The public procurement course is very-very useful to all centrol Govt. officer. The course may be
conducted in every year to refresh an central Govt. employees delay with procurement
topics/subjects for proper procurement of Goods for Govt. organizations. This an outstanding
course for all Central Govt. employee in that service conducted by NIFM, Faridabad (Haryana)

17. Course is much essential my perhaps be divided in two parts/extended to 10 days. May be
examined to conduct at Distt. Regions. Medium of instruction may extended as English.
18. The course is very useful in the present environment.
19. Received a broad knowledge on the issues given in the syllabus of NIFM. All the lectures wee
very knowledge based.
20. It is a very good training. On procurement & serve our purposes. Practical on computer is more
required with repeat to e-procurement.
21. It has enhanced on knowledge and understanding. However, time given for E-procurement
issues was nor appropriate keeping in view of the urgenus of its implementation.
22. May be permitted to by email, As the space is not sufficient of the comments to be made in
lesser.
23. Received a broad knowledge on the public procurement process and implementation of eprocurement.
24. Public procurement course should be extended to one month. Hindi language also delivered is
Hindi language. Check list of local purchase, in each event should be nominated to candidate.
All candidate should be nominated in next Advance course so that better not public
procurement work done in their department.
25. Informative & Interactive. Enhancement clarity on the subject. Online form on subject (on
wide/facebook, etc)
26. I got a lot of knowledge in this programme.
27. Quantity assurance checking procedure may be added in training. Course duration on public
procurement should be extending up to one month. Training provided to us is very good,
definitely it will be helpful for all participants.
28. Fully benefited through lecture interactions or practical sessions on e-procurement & related
guidelines, procedures & policies of CVC & GFR and many more doubts cleared.

Period 02nd – 07th May, 2016
Participant Attended – 30
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1.

The length of this course needs to be increased to at least a 12 days course. This course
has helped me to the vast world of public procurement.

2.

Good no of doubts were cleared particularly by professor Datta e-procurement onsite
training was good experience.

3.

Separate batch for separate department; study material & lecture provide both
language(English as well as Hindi)

4.

Class on E-procurement be only conducted in computer lab room. One class is enough.

5.

The course is benefited from the point of view of public procurement as well as eprocurement. The course gone a fair idea of various rules on the subject of public
procurement.

6.

Gained confidence in issues related to procurement applying the GFR provisions more
particularly 145,146 and 151. Practical session of these rules must take place in future
course.

7.

The course is very much helpful and beneficial for the members like us who always have
to depend upon Accounts Section and they take advantage of our ignorance.

8.

Some more case studies may also be included in the lecture

9.

The course has put several topics into perspective however certain lecture could have
been more practice to conserve time and practical session on e-procurement should be
increased.

10.

A rare opportunity offered by Govt. of India, Ministry of Finance, to all those officers
dealing with sensitive procurement activities, to acquire all important aspects to keep in
mind. Purposeful, educative and informative.

11.

E-procurement practical class period was not sufficient which may kindly be considered
to be extended. Rest all programmes were very commendable.

12.

A very good course should be given to all procuring officers before posting. A web based
question and answers may be programmed for the benefit of all procuring officers of the
country.

Period 09th – 14th May, 2016
Participant Attended – 22
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1.

More time should be provided for practical on computer.

2.

Really beneficial in understanding all the concepts of e-procurement with very nice
illustration and discussion by faculty. The programme was comprehensive but very
exhaustive. May be made a 10 day program.

3.

Good exposure in GFR rule in depth.

4.

Lot of benefit of lecture of Shri Suresh Kumar sir, especially on International Trade. Demo
upload of tender on NIC website is very beneficially.

5.

It is requested that course duration may be increased and more participative activities
be conductive.

6.

The time period of Public Procurement training is very small, it should be 15 days. Two
days should be practical by imparting the training of NIC, so that enable too well verse in
the computer related training.

7.

After the Couse there should be one advanced course where participants should be
invited with at least five case study/problems which shall be discussed during session in
advance course.

8.

In order to achieve more effectiveness, the time period of the training may be extended
up to two weeks.

9.

Latest form of GFR and related subject may be supplied to the participants.

Period 23rd – 28th May, 2016
Participant Attended – 49
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. The short course will be beneficial in smooth provisioning norms in my deptt. Thanks a lot.
2. The course was very beneficial and has cleared many misconceptions of the rules. The course
was very special as I deal with each & every topic covered in the course as part of my duties.
3. Suggestions for additional course material to be included: 1. DGS&D (Manual+ how to procure
on-time three DGS&D portal). 2. Inventory Management (demand estimation is very important
in procurement). 3. E-Auctioning if possible. 4. If a training session can be held for CGHS (& other
Govt. health organizations) on drug procurement and guidelines related to drug procurement,
it would be extremely helpful.
4. Gain knowledge about Public Procurement and covered the doubts under GPF-2005 about
Procurement of goods covered for services, norms and consultancy with the help of Parental
faculties of NIFM during this shown period of course. During this course, session commenced
for e-procurement where as for practical e-procurement is to be required more session for
Practical e- procurement.
5. Enhanced confidence in dealing procurements. Enhanced limits knowledge and helped in
preparing tender documents.
6. Boosts confidence in the procurement procedures being followed and provides opportunity to
get sensitized about common pit falls. Interaction with various department procurement officers
broadens the view of government procurement process.
7. Course contents covered during these 6 days are highly useful to me or my organization in
procurement of highly sophisticated equipment (Imported) and routine purchases, contracting
wall and hiring of manpower etc.
8. The e-procurement training was a major techno way. However, direction of the same needs to
be increased for better assimilation and practical training.
9. It is very-very fruitful course.
10. Please design the trainings in 2 formats-Training for the beginners (dealing with procurement &
e-procurement for the first time) Advance level training (those who are already involved in
procurement for several years), so that it would be helpful for the beginners.
11. Training programme definitely help us in different manner like rules Guidelines, procurement
of Goods/materials hiring of services and about tendering process. Also chances to faculty
members who share and deliver his/her vast experience & knowledge in concerned related
training program.
12. The training programme helps us in future works as Procurement of Goods and e-procurement.
The said training shall be organized per years and personally view speech should be Hindi &
English language.
13. As an establishment officer, get good exposure to GFR Rules and lessons from case studies by
efficient faculties. Going back with high regards to NIFM and proud to be a part of this
management institution even only for a short duration.

14. Gained more knowledge about Public Procurement.
15. More periods are required on e-publishing/procurement of tender on computer lab.
16. The training programme was effective and informative. The Interactive session answered our
enquiries.
17. Updated knowledge about various rules & regulations. More emphasis may please be given on
practical on e-procurement. More emphasis may please be given on case studies.
18. Everyone in the organization / department, who are involved in the procurement activity should
avail this opportunity of MDP on Public procurement.
19. The contents of the course programme have added to our knowledge immensely and will of
course, be of great use in discharging / performing our job.
20. Every topics described/taught in above mention programme have high impact, effective,
valuable and provide me complete knowledge of Public Procurement.
21. Management Development Programme on Pubic Procurement is very helpful. Course content,
faculty everything was very good.
22. Awareness about GFR, CVC awarding contract, E-publishing E-procurement.
23. More time should have been given for hands on practice on e-procurement portal. For Directors
Level officers. This programme should be for three days only. Please also design a programme
for non executives/ non gazetted officers who are dealing e-procurement process.
24. Best course to know about tender preparation & e-procurement. My special thanks, Dr. Pandey
for the excellent arrangement.
25. This course is very useful to gain knowledge on various provisions of Govt. regulations on
procurement. Our special appreciation to Shri Dr. Pandey Ji, Course director for arrangements
of hospitality.
26. The course arranged regarding public procurement by NIFM is very useful and effective for me
to give better performance to my department. The service provided regarding catering is very
much appreciable. One kind request may be consider, that T.V. facility may be made available
in the room.
27. The course is very useful to address the purpose
28. Training is very excellent. Suggestions: Training hours-10 AM to 5 PM. TV should be provided in
the Hostel Room. One day local tour programme should be arranged for the trainees.

Period 30th May – 04th June, 2016
Participant Attended – 29
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. More time should have been allotted for computer practice.
2. The training has made us more aware, would be able to draw a better TOR, REF, EOI. Bid and to
going for E-procurement.
3. The course provided & vast view of procurement in Government Departments. A course on
Asset Management & Inventory Control should also be designed by NIFM.
4. The course was immensely helpful in refabricating the rules and bye laws, their applicability in
our procurement process.
5. Many concepts of GFR are cleared. Helpful for performing office function smoothly. Exchange of
experience of GFR. Practical and theoretical experience gained.
6. Course was most important for our knowledge and NDRF Department, P P Course is a most
important for ministry of Home Affairs (MHA)
7. Course was beneficial in acquiring knowledge about various kinds of tender in
Ministries/Departments.
8. Course is beneficial & fruitful for preparing tender process in our department.
9. If some times are shifted from Consultancy subject to practical of E-procurement course is
expected to be more relevance.
10. Learner a lot on PP. Clear doubt on many topic related in our organization.
11. Last day (Saturday) the sessions must get over latest by Lunch time. No post Lunch engagement
should be there.
12. Very well useful to all Govt. Officials, whether dealing with procurement or not.
13. The course contents are exhaustive and the faculties are very experienced persons in their own
field. The benefits derived would go a long very and will benefit me a lot in providing them
subject in future.
14. A professional course which will come handy in dealing with the procurement in my
organization.

15. Good learning on Public Procurement. Learning through this course is beneficial while handling
the procurement of the Ministries/Departments. Got very good exposure on Central Public
Procurement Portal (e-procure.gov.in) during the hands on session.
16. Though I am not dealing the subject procurement but I learned a lot and I think I can now deal
the subject.
17. We could get some important points which were including us. Import aspects could have been
included. Otherwise, the whole programme is well co-ordinated & well-knit within the available
time.
18. Lot of issues an procurement have been clarified during the course and few it to be quite
beneficial.
19. Definitely this course is going to be benefit in the program.
20. Learn a lot during training. However one motivational guru lecture and more case study is more
beneficial of felt.
21. Almost all the course contents of the whole programme are very relevant in the Govt.Set up.

Period 06th – 11th June, 2016
Participant Attended – 24
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:

1. This course is beneficial to all personnel who are associated with procurement department.
There should topic like Export-Import, Custom be covered in briefly & practical training being
provided for procurement more
2. Different manuals like CPWD, Railways were known, understanding of GFR & bank knowledge
of e-procurement like e-publishing/e-procurement were known. Different models of Tenders
are required to be discussed.
3. Duration of practicals exercise should be enhanced.
4. The course is very useful for the purpose officials skill and compliance of government
order/pubic benefit.
5. This course has helped to clear certain basic concepts of GFR and has also helped to understand
the concept of e-procurement in a better way.
6. The course was so beneficial during which a number of points relating to public procurement
were deliberated and understood. The course if possible, should be for a period of at least 10
days.
7. Everything in the New Hostel is OK.
8. The presentation of faculties is excellent.
9. Relevant case study must be supported by documents.
10. The course is very useful and enhanced my confidence.
11. Many doubts regarding procurement all cleared by faculty is a excellent way by relating
examples and case studies.
12. Excellent Training.
13. Various benefits derived from course especially GFR related & consultancy services & CPWD.
14. The course and the content has been immensely helpful. If the duration be increased, it would
be helpful to learn more easily.
15. The course is very useful for future. The concept has been clear from the course. If, course
duration increased it would be more helpful to learn easily.
16. The course is designed beautifully just the duration of the course should be increased so that it
is not very hectic.

Period 13th – 18th June, 2016
Participant Attended – 62
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:

1. Beneficial while performing day to day duties.
2. Course structure is excellent and will design as per official requirements. This course could be
more effective if duration may be extended for two weeks.
3. Such training programme procurement beneficial to the participants.
4. Till date during training programme I have learned many activities related to procurement such
as creation of tender and floating of tenders and BOQ, etc which are very useful to me in our
department.
5. Duration of 1hr. for competition law is not sufficient.
6. Course is very effective but duration of the course may be extended if possible for 10 days.
7. The course is quite beneficial and will help in working in the Deptt.
8. The course is well designed for beginners.
9. Contact hours towards the “Practicals in e-procurement by NIC” should be increased by may be
3-4 more hours. Theory part may accordingly be reduced. Otherwise, the course is well
designed.
10. Course have covered basic procurement procedures & was very good in its content & design
except time/duration of course, which should have been more to accommodate the contents.
Moreover, more case studies should have included.
11. This short-term training is if immense useful for those who are handling the matters of Public
Procurement. Training course is very well-structured and provides value addition in presence of
outstanding faculty. This will certainly be very useful to me.
12. Small value procurement and allowing of services are useful and will certainly help us.
13. More time should have been devoted to e-procurement. Atleast two full days for the theory and
one day for practically dealing with the e-procurement would have been better than the theory
classes on various topics.

14. Overall course is good. But, Hands on training on e-procurement should be for another day (One
more day). One speaker dominated the course; it would be good if different speaker cover
different topics.
15. Satisfied with the course but need some more days to cover content as given in the training
curriculum.
16. The course is excellent. The duration may be extending for 2 more days. We have learnt a lot
which will be beneficial for our future activities.
17. More exposure shall be given in the practicals. DSCs may be procured for effective education.
18. Better understanding of GFR. Got knowledge in the areas not worked. Very well organized and
very effective course
19. Very useful course for Govt. servants who and emerald in procurement process in their Dept.
and knowledge about GFR rules and practical.
20. The public procurement Programme devised by NIFM is helpful much to aware about
procurement is also helpful for implementation e-procurement in our office.
21. Five hour theoretical part (NIC) should have been clubbed with Practical sessions.
22. Learned wide Range of topics under Public Procurement. E-Tendering was very useful. Confident
to work better, efficient and transport manner.
23. It is a very nicely organized course.
24. A very good course.
25. Very beneficial program. More case studies and at least one small exercise/classroom on spot
problem solving session per day may be added to make the program more interactive.
26. Course is very useful and will help in day to day office activities related to procurement.
27. Very relevant to our working environment.
28. Upgrading the knowledge for e-tendering/e-publishing. General Knowledge about the GFR in
the control Govt. officers.
29. I have got detail knowledge on public procurement in respect of GFR Rules & CVC guidelines.
Practical carried out on e-procurement is good.

30. Good refreshable course for purchase and finance function.
31. E-procurement, Audit, CPP portal exposure was very informative and excellent.
32. Exposure cn the concepts of e-procurement, GFR, CPP portal was informative and excellent.
33. Public procurement training is very useful.
34. Programme should be designed keeping in mind time allowed for Question & Answers after each
session.
35. Was able to benefit more on many areas on the procurement areas especially the practical
classes on e-procurement.
36. The training will help me in the procurement of preservative material, chemical & equipments,
etc. Now I can do my work without any fear. It will bring more transparency in my work also.
37. Learned deep points of the GFR 2005 i.e. various rule related to procurement through tender
process, contract management, hiring of consultant, etc.

Period 20th – 25th June, 2016
Participant Attended – 33
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:

1. Greatly benefited. As a newly appointed member of local purchase committee, I was not very

much aware of GFR & CVC guidelines. Now I will go back and read GFR & CVC & try to become
aware of purchase / procurement & be well informed.
2. The

training has been very useful in clearing many doubts/queries related to
procurement/tenders and will definitely help in handling procurement cases diligently.

3. Learnt E-procurement method & will apply the same in my Deptt. Since new e-publishing made

is used. Practical session should be more.
4. Course is very efficient fruitful at very knowledge based
5. Most relevant to my present work sphere. Classroom interaction/sharing experience with other

participants very useful.
6. Very informative.
7. Since I am dealing with e-procurement, this training is very much useful for my day to day work

in my place (office)
8. Very beneficial course and enlighten subjects, purely official oriented.

9. The programme is excellent & cleared most of my queries except on labour law (in details) &

calculation of service tax.
10. The course is very much beneficial for my job. You may arrange few more courses i.e. Import

Purchase Procedures, Inventory Management, negotiation skill, etc. It will help us to develop
our knowledge end so that we can implement in on routine works in our organization.
11. The course is very effective. Faculties are excellent. Many points I got clarity and many doubts

regarding procurements, production, rules are cleared.
12. This course is not sufficient for one week. It should be two weeks duration. But the course

contents are very large. The faculties are very nice. But due to shortage of time. It is very difficult
to learn.
13. Acquired practical approach in GFR/tendering process.

14. Updated knowledge of Rules and regulation governing procurement. Learnt the best practices

being followed in other deptt.
15. The course is very useful for officers handling public procurement in their department It will

certainly help in field as such type. The training was not incorporated earlier. Efforts are
outstanding.
16. Very Good arrangements, being inside campus of NIFM.

17. The Management Development Programme on public procurement is very useful and it is a

requirement in order to incorporate in day to day official working.
18. Hands on practice in COPP Portal and e-procurement. Best practices sharing and clarified the

doubts in works, services & consultancy cases.
19. There are a lot of take aways from the course such as vigilance angle in procurement, clarity in

non-consulting contracts and above all clarity on do’s & don’t in general procurement. Eprocurement computer lab classes was very informative.
20. It is very informative and useful but time duration should be at least 10 days.

21. It is very informative, well designed but should be at least of two weeks time.

22. Practical knowledge of E-procurement, e-published a tender on 24.06.2016.

23. The booklet provided to the students can be revised with all the lectures.

24. Everything was outstanding.

Period 27th June – 02nd July, 2016
Participant Attended – 29
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:

1. Very informative in GFR, CVC and NIC. Import of Goods should have be covered.
2. We centralized with rules/regulations relating to procurement/contracts. Training has upgraded
our capability. Arrangements for sports/yoga also very nice. We beneficial in many ways.
3. Course duration at least 2 weeks instead of 1 week. Course is good for more participants who
are going to deal with the “procurement” matter in their office.
4. Make me well versed about e-procurement. Yoga session way the heart of this course. Sports
club is also admirable.
5. MDPs on procurement is very beneficial for procurement of various
brokers/services/maintenance in efficient and systematic manner in the future for fulfilling the
projects/organization requirements.
6. Understood procurement basic. Know about GFR. For participants from other countries,
Examples, rules belonging their Organisation should be mentioned by the experts for better
participation.
7. The training programme course a vast subject of Public Procurement concerning GFR, CVC
guidelines, CCI, case studies and much valuable practical experiences from the faculty in a short
spam of time. Which becomes exhaustive at the end of the day. The training course may be
extended to another 1 day for ease of the participants.
8. Content of the training was very good and upto the mark. The assistance during the class by Mr.
Shivendra was very nice. The faculty is very active and interactive. The duration of training may
be extended and a short trip to the city on nearly place may also included.
9. Excellent course. Really beneficial.
10. Most of the terms cleared after attending this training as procurement is totally new subject for
me. It will enhance vast knowledge about different aspect of procurement. For the new joining
person training should be two weeks & practical session should be more.
11. The course is very useful for me. It will help me in Public Procurement in my office.
12. Lot of awareness about procurement process as I was fully unaware about procurement process.
I can initiate and conduct in a professional manner procurement process If I assigned task to do

so in my future assignment. Yoga class remained very fruitful in order to be physically fit and
mentally tough. It will be helpful in future course of life also.
13. Basically I am working in administrative section and little knowledge of procurement, But after
attending said training programme I have got basic/same knowledge of procurement as well as
e-procurement. Beside above, Yoga classes in the morning time are also beneficial to us.
14. The course in doubt is very well planned & covers all the related aspects. However, the course
is lenitively & at time continued late in evening, it causes be spread for a day or two more. Over
all excellent faculties & staff.

Period 11th – 16th July, 2016
Participant Attended – 56
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. It is very good MDP for Govt. officials Got. Exposed to various dimensions of the Public
Procurement.
2. Duration of this course may be increased to 3-4 weeks.
3. This course is very effective & beneficial for our regular office. Many doubts regarding
procurement have been cleared.
4. The course was designed to suit the demands of government official.
5. The concept was fully beneficial and it heralded new eras in my knowledge and understanding
of the topic.
6. Many of the doubts were cleared. Faculty is excellent with a special reference to Shri Amitabha
Datta.
7. As I am new to procurement, it will definitely help me a lot.
8. Acquired good knowledge of GFR which will assist in the practical working at field.
9. Good Knowledge of GFR which will assist in future in the practical working at field.
10. Learning of course especially CCI by Sh. Mukul Kumar was very helpful. Thank you.
11. It is a wonderful MDP on Public Procurement. Got improved to various dimensions/aspects of
public procurement may be made mandatory for officials dealing with Public Procurement.
12. Examples of practical cases by experience faculty were beneficial.
13. Lectures should be give by lectures in both language in Hindi & English. Duality of the course
should be increased minimum of one week to two weeks. So that every subjects should be
taught by lecturer in loric fly.
14. GFR rules has been taught comprehensively.
15. Effective Procurement procedure & the legal economic to efficient way of going ahead with it.
16. GFR, Procurement of goods, serviced works, general items lectures gave us additional inputs for
normal day to day works effectively. Contract management, competitive law consultancy
services lectures are excellent. Competitive law is added mile stone in the curriculum.
17. There is need to provide more time to some faculties. Time duration should be 01-02 weeks to
have more discussion on issues.
18. Better understanding of GFR, Competition Law and Consultancy & non-consultancy
management services.
19. It has been a great benefit for me as I have now understood many GFR Rules, which we can refer
to while preparing RFP document.
20. Lecture delivered by Sh. Amitabha Datta was very beneficial & educating especially in respect of
CVC guidelines on procurement and general items procurement.
21. Lecturers are full of knowledge and will be quite beneficial in practical aspects. It is
recommended that Sh. Yashwant Kumar lecture on Audit of Procurement should have been
given more time because of short of time a very interesting subject correct not be coordinated.
22. Sample of Model quotation or NIT may be provided for every case dealt with public
procurement.

23. Good Interaction and Knowledge share with other participants also.
24. Overall it was beneficial but some sessions was more effectives and desirable more periods.
Hostel facilities should be individual at this stage. Cadre staff should be trained.

Period 18th – 23rd July, 2016
Participant Attended – 63
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Helped to increase the knowledge in Procurement, especially GFR and now able to e-publish the
tender on CPP website. Thanks for everything. It was possible only because of infrastructure,
faculty etc which was good.
2. I learned a lot about the procurement of goods; works & services and more lectures and demo
are required for e-procurement as it is a new subject for many of us.
3. Course it good.
4. A very good course for officers, related with procurement activities. 2-3 day may be increased
for this course.
5. Training provided an excellent insight into GFR rules, CVC, Personal Investment Planning, etendering etc. Step by step training by NIC officials was well designed.
6. I learned so many things; from here I enjoyed every class. I really learned a lot from NIFM.
7. Clean understanding of GFR rules will help in utilization of delegation power. CVC & guidelines
on procurement will help in procurement related action. Entranced overall understanding of
various govt. functionaries & organization.
8. Topics covered were quite informative; I will definitely enhance the working of individual in their
areas of ‘Pubic Procurement’. Along with “Value for money”- Value for life “Should also be
incorporated in course.
9. Good course which fulfills our requirement at work place.
10. The course gives good & various dimensions inputs very much useful in my duty in office.
11. All the doubts raised by the trainees have been cleared by the faculty excellently. The facilities
provided by NIFM are outstanding.
12. Clearance of doubts in procurement also speak into working of CPWD and other departments.
This course also help in E-procurement though control for to procurement.
13. Classes were very informative and very well presented. I especially appreciate the passion and
dedication of the faculty members. I just want to say thank you and I look forward to come to
NIFM again!
14. Knowledge on GFR and various government procurement rules has been enhanced. Very helpful
for decision making in procurement related issues of government.
15. This programme gives a broad view of procurement. It is made understand the purpose and
motive of procurement.
16. Get familiarized with the rules and provision of finance, where were hitherto unclear and
confusing about procurement of goods, NIC, module, consultancy procurement, vigilance
guidelines, audit reports etc.
17. Got insight of most important document of central government i.e. GFR.
18. Sir, some of topics very generalized it’s not particular to CPWD. If may be suggested that some
of the CPWD senior officer also teach better in some topics.
19. Copy of Model NIT for consultancy services/procurement/work may be included in handout for
reference. Got the overview about the various aspects of related to procurement.

20. We at CPWD do tendering but demarcation of different types of tenders, works, GFR, Works
Manual are now more clear. Also how other departments & organization do public procurement
is more clear now.
21. Exposure to various aspects of Public Procurement was very vast.
22. Many doubts/confusions that I was facing at my work place regarding ruling & procedures etc.
have been made cleared after this course.

Period 25th – 30th July, 2016
Participant Attended – 64
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Knowledge on Tendering, Reasonability of procurement, CVC Guidelines, Audit of
procurements, Contract Management well understood.
2. Subject well covered. Lot of information on Public Procurement make available by this training.
3. I got the benefit & from the course in the area of works contract, Service contract, consultancy
contract, yes especially in preparation of bid document duly adhering all policies, regulations
and departmental manuals. In this training only, I learnt more about the GFR. Whatever learnt
will help me in the day to day purchase activity please.
4. An excellent and useful training programme which will help me in handling and examing the
procurement related cases with more clarity in financial angle as finance staff. It is suggested to
categorize the course as Baries (freshers+officials who don’t deal the subject but to acquire
knowledge), Mid-level & Advance (with case study)
5. In this procurement programme, I learned what are GFR rules, what type of procurements.
Before this training I was not known much. From this training I learned what are minor
irregularities & major irregularities of Audit.
6. Benefited by interacting with very senior officers of various Government-Services, immensely
(Particularly retired officers.)
7. E-procurement is newly subject. GFR knowledge was revised. CVC knowledge is most necessary
for any Procurement. Procurement of consulting services.
8. Clarified the roadmap right from procurement to decision making.
9. Learned about General Financial Rules. Introduction to competition commission of India was
good, its class duration could have been a bit more. Practicals on e-procurement was goods &
knowledgeable. Interaction with participants from different organization/firms, and to from
different corner of India. Ambience is good.
10. It’s a excellent course on Public Procurement, Please continue it for all financial years for
effective working by officers in their dept. in Public Procurement cases.
11. All the faculty members has vast knowledge of his own field and delivery of Lecture is very
excellent. It will Beneficial to us in future.
12. Discussion & clarifications on various doubts & issues was very helpful.
13. Such training must be given at the initial stage i.e. Assistant scale officers in Indian Railways and
SSE/Drg in all the areas who are dealing with Tenders.
14. Course has cleared many of our concepts in GFR, e-procurement etc.
15. Course cleared doubts in the practical working, mix group gives the idea of all departments
working.
16. Good MDP, but can be made more effective, if can be designed as per the requirements of
different departments.
17. The course has enriched my knowledge of Pubic Procurement and gave me new dimensions to
look at. Catering arrangements require complete overhaul.
18. Very useful. Knowledge of procurement in works & services are very well deliberated and many
useful guidelines like GFR are very well understood.

19. The course clears a lot of doubts coming during tender finalization. Also it improves my
knowledge about GFR and their application.
20. Benefited on procurement of works and case study. CVC and CAG guidelines, contract
management, e-procurement and procurement of non-consulting services. General Financial
Rules explained is very much useful.
21. Well maintained campus with greenery. Name beards may be put in front of Hostels, Sports
Complex, etc, Monkeys enhance in the campus is disturbing morning walk.
22. It is very excellent training. Really it is an eye opener to various laws and duties. It is very much
helpful for my day to day procurement procedure.
23. Excellent course where many doubts regarding procurement have been cleared. The whole
gamut of the process of procurement, financial implications, rules to be adhered to, judicious
utilization of budget, methods of procurement, CVC, CCI, Audit of view etc have been made easy
& it will acts as ready reckoner in the future day to day work. It has enhanced our knowledge
about procurement, importance of documentation, rules & audit matters.
24. Have got immense benefit from the course. A course on e-auction of old, damaged and
unserviceable items should also be introduced ok else training class should be included within
the preview of this training course.
25. We are in GAIL doing the same i.e. practicing the same provisions which were shared in the class
rooms. The major advantages of this programme is that we came access the provisions at large
& other organizations are practicing.
26. The said course is very useful and it shall benefit immense.
27. Very good revision of interpretation of GFR & CVC guidelines. Different perspective of Audit.
Course be planned for 5 days only.
28. Procurement procedures including definition, Procedural and Regulatory frame work, financial
issues, Bidding documents, Audit procurements, Contract management, e-procurement,
Computer Lab for bidding the tender are the benefits down from the course.
29. Very informative. I have been benefitted a lot.
30. The Public Procurement course has cleared the basic rules & regulations of procurement, the
cautions to be undertaken from experiences of fellow officers of different department and learn
latest modifications/updations/inclusions being undertaken at various levels.
31. The class by all the faculties was very good specially by ‘legal Authority’ & Shri C.S.Mittal.
32. The class by ‘Legal Ally’ faculty was very interactive & had many takeaways. More private
professionals should be called for delivering lectures.
33. Beneficial for clearing doubts & difficulties faced in field.

Period 01st – 06th August, 2016
Participant Attended – 67
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. The training programme arranged by NIFM is an eye opener to the officers engaged in their
subject. The course material provided is of immense use. It will help a lot in day to day working.
2. Many doubts cleared. Developed confidence in taking action in expeditious manner with
compliance of rules and regulations. Global-e-marked place should be included in course as this
has potential to our malpractices in procurement of goods up to a considerable value, which is
substantial in volume, to a large extent. If will also ensure expedition procurement and supply
of goods with almost 100% transparency.
3. Course was informative and elaborate. Good work and satisfied.
4. Course and structure was very respective and purpose is achieved. It is submitted that PPT of all
the classes may kindly be sent through email.
5. Wider & exclusive interaction with experienced officer & faculty members who will were
extraordinary. Imported Knowledge on topic. Provided recess from routine working.
6. All clarify and got daily on subject. It was lecture, if more case studies are introduced on various
issues, lead corruption (intentionally), immtestionally, influence of by his authorization is etc,
precaution, etc
7. Beneficial in organizing and streamlining the purchase activities in my organisaton.
8. Came to know many rules of GFR.
9. E-procurement demo is very useful.
10. This course is beneficial for the officers dealing with. Excepts from DGS&D, MDP (Procurement
using) Procurement module may be called to deliver lectures. Syndicate wise discussions on case
studies may be incorporated in the syllabus. Case studies on latest procurement should be
include
11. Course are very beneficial, but course schedule are very bust, no time for discussion with others.
More and more practices should be in computer Lab on e-procurement. Overall very good
course for me.
12. One day /lot of day may be spared for Local sight seeing of interested historical places.
13. Exchange rate consideration in evaluation of topic bid. Classification on Techno-Commercial
queries which is eligible criteria for bidder qualification. Evaluation of consultancy tender on
CQCCBS.
14. The wide range of expletive of Professors and their instructions in the class has enriched me a
lot which will be useful in discharge of my duties in India and is missions abroad.
15. As the complete process of E-procurement lies with the actual hands out of the same at
exposure gov.in. As we had just done up to e-publish in the participants in the training. May
kindly arrange for the complete e-procure hands on process for the participants, as this only
help in actual implementation of the same in our organization.
16. Course is very beneficial for all Govt. Servant.
17. The course material can be supplemented with relative on orders. Classes on sat may be
confined to lunch session. A compendium of latest orders can be made part of course material.

18. The course is effective for government servants who are dealing with tender processing and
other procurement duties. However service Public Procurement bill is in the process, the
effectiveness of the course might have slightly reduced.
19. MDP is a very innovative and useful programme for working professionals in Govt.
Organizations, Rules and Procedures leased and updated knowledge on Public Procurement.
20. The course is well designed and effective for usage in procurement hard copy of latest version
of PPTs should be given.
21. Some case studies could be presented along with handouts. Food & catering arrangements need
to be upgraded.
22. Course help to understand procurement process and complexity in this course is necessary for
Public officer but the time of class should be up to 6:30 P.M. because it is bit hard to concentrate
on technical issue after that.
23. Came to know about Public Procurement in a different manner. Learned about tender process
and e-tendering etc. It was a helpful course.
24. Delivering of lecture is highly appreciable.
25. I proposed the course for PPMS & Bhavishya may also please be conducted to enable the DPOS
& HOOs may perform their job successfully.

Period 08th – 13th August, 2016
Participant Attended – 58
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Course is very beneficial. Hostel facilities need improvement. Toilet fittings are very old, need one time
repair/replacement. TV’s must be provided in each room. Wifi network is poor.
2. For practical on e-Public Procurement, formulae to be applied while preparing the tender through eprocurement CPP portal, to make trainees/participants easier and faster to catch/understanding in future.
3. Indeed, have been benefited by this particular course on Public Procurement, which had covered widely all
subjects relating to procurement with case study.
4. The entire course is superior if possible duration of time may be increased.
5. Duration of this course may be increased by one or two weeks more. The course is very-very relevant to
procurement.
6. International case ethics along with international best practices i.e. FIOIC etc may lie became a part of the
course.
7. Every seat should have a microphone for more real some participation at any row. Programmes should be
more interactive, use of national language should be more.
8. The discussion with the participants is less audible. There is need of Mic at each seat of participant trainee.
9. Exhaustive is contest, time allotted is less. May be made activity based. Got a touch & go knowledge of the
subject, special thanks to Sh. Dutta Sir, who tried to cover the subjects very intelligently.
10. Useful & effective in Procurement & works contract.
11. If sample tenders (Model) are shown in the classroom, it will be more beneficial. Model tender documents,
model tender evaluation in classroom will be more beneficial and can be distributed to all participants of other
batches.
12. A course on disposal of stores (both office & Electronic) procedure’ will be of great help in PM’s “Swachta
Mission Program”. Facility should be provided for class room to dinning place a back especially in rains & bad
weather condition.
13. For e-procurement there was no need of theory classes (Thursday 2 classes) straight away practical classes
should be taken. Assistants to Sh. M.Rama Amirtham.
14. This course has given lot of doubt clear for public procurement, and also so many agencies are working their
field i.e. CVC, CCI, etc.
15. There should be more practical sessions on e-procurement instead of theory class. Besides faculty should use
more of Hindi in general communication & in theory classes too.
16. The course has extended me true level of understanding in respect of the topic which shall now be used more
effectively at the work place.
17. Overall experience was educational & comfortable though the classes are very long & intense.
18. Course was very informative. To control/eliminate the duplication of input faculty may exchange their notes.
It would help in better coverage of the topics.
19. An excellent Awareness Programme/Training for e-procurement. Little more times may be allotted for
practical training.
20. Course should practical to avoid its mistakes and period should more also.
21. Got increased my knowledge in e-procurement further.
22. Acquired in-depth knowledge of GFR and process e-procurement. Was exposed to CCI, CVC, etc which was in
a background for us till now.
23. It is a programme which gives an inclusive learning experience with learned faculty and officers from various
depths having a fruitful interaction.

24. Gains the conceptual and delivering skills to evaluate ourselves by means of effective utilization of gained
skills to establish the healthy “e-procurement”
25. Numerous benefit derived from the course. Food is simple and excellent. Ambience of the campus is
exceptionally beautiful.
26. Benefit got with interaction with different categories of participant.
27. Effective in procurement and useful for precaution in preparing tender useful for GFR.
28. The duration of the course shall be minimum for 3 days. The section of each programme shall be maximum of
90 minutes. Kindly look into.
29. A lovely campus and a peaceful stay. This training was a platform to interact with officers from various states
and various ministries/departments. Moreover enjoyed 6 days away from office work and learning new things
useful for further office work.
30. Related course should be conducted which are beneficial to the officers of concerned deptt and period for
training should be of two weeks.
31. The course should be more practical to the officers to prevent mistakes etc.
32. The course subjects/topics covered are extremely compressed and because of high level participation from
all participants, the topics are not adequately completed. The course duration may be increased to two weeks
for greater benefit participants.
33. For a beginner like me, this development program has been excellent opportunity to gain through the
knowledge that has been imported by such outstanding faculty members with vast and rich experience in the
domain.
34. Course is very beneficial. Hostel facilities is not good. TV may be provided in each room.
35. The course content is good in public procurement for efficiency, transparency, observance of Govt. guidelines.
Duration of periods over whole day are two long. The timings should be only for 6 hours not 8 hours. Every
day these should be physical activities.
36. The sitting of 50-60 participants in class is not feasible without stepping type sitting. The last three/four rows
have not proper sitting while board.

37. Overall objective of programme is very good.

Period 29th Aug – 03rd Sep, 2016
Participant Attended – 68
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. E-Procurement practice should have more time.
2. A very good course to understand Procurement. It enhances our knowledge about Procurement.
3. Course is relevant and very beneficial. Practical services in computer Lab, may be considered for longer
duration.
4. The course was excellent. It is good knowledge about the Public Procurement. There is will be definitely help
our organisaton. This to duplicated in a much better manner.
5. A well thought and organized course especially for Govt. officers. It will have a far reaching effects on Govt.
Procurement. Course fee shall commensurate with facilities.
6. Public Procurement is very good training organized by NIFM. I hope this training will help is to perform our
duties as per GFR and Govt. of India Rules.
7. Practical/Exercise work on E-Procurement as well GeM classes may be allotted full day. Projector screen may
be enhanced. Conference service may be installed at each desk.
8. The training programme was very good & interactive also it is very useful for me. It is request that please
enhance the level of practical of practical aspects little more.
9. The course is very much beneficial to understand the various types of contract & Procurement process and
satisfies the objective. The arrangement in the hostel as well as catering arrangement is also good, though
absence of TVs in the rooms and mobile charging fittings create some problem. Though library is very rich but
it has come to know there from officials that no book is issued to the trainees who come here for short term
courses.
10. The course should be arranged for three to 4 days. Max & Practical orientation should more. Accommodation
in Hostel is that so good & minimum. One TV should be installed in each room. Also transport should be
provided in time for every participants.
11. The course has given brief inside of Public Procurement. Relevant materials and well covered.
12. The course content was good but time/duration in lesson as per the content. It is proposed to extend course
for at least to a direction of two weeks for better utilization of resources.
13. PowerPoint slides are of very small size (Display area is less.) Too much reliance on only one speaker (Sh.
Amitabh Datta.) Intersection with Govt. officials like Sh. Sanjay Agarwal & Ms. Ila Singh was most useful part
of learning during the course. Course time table is too long (09:15-18:30) including Saturdays. It makes course
too boring & tiresome.
14. Good course. However, the practicals time remained less which was not expected. More of hand over training
over computer online needed during the training.
15. Complete Public Procurement has been covered in a well structured manner. However, there is a need to
discuss more case studies.
16. The course should be conducted to three days only and should emphasis on practical orientation more. Also,
the quality of food served during day time need a lot of improvement.
17. Extremely beneficial course especially for those who are active in procurement. Dedication of faculty worth
emulating and they were exceedingly enthusiastic in sharing their experience. However, course duration could
have been two weeks as classes were compact and schedule was too pressing for participants to provide vital
essentials of syllabus.
18. More informatics, improved the skill of procurement of good, services and applicable to implement in any
office.
19. Gained knowledge on Pubic Procurement. Practical for e-procurement should be given more time.
20. There is a basic need that such type of training courses being conducted by NIFM should be for 02 weeks of
time instead of 01 week.

21. Public Procurement training is very much useful in the GFR rules and regulations, etc.
22. A refreshing course and never amendments are highlighted which is required. The case studies are beneficial.
The schedule is very compact. One speaker should not be given more than 2 hours.
23. Accommodation in hostel on learning rooms basic shouldn’t be made mandatory. Flexibility should be given
for officials located in New Delhi and who don’t opt to take up the hostel facility in your campus.
24. Accommodation in Hostel should be improved, wash rooms are not good. TV is not available in rooms.
25. The course is well precisely designed which is best suited to the participants of various Govt. offices and PSUs
who are dealing with Govt. fund. One more day may be added for more Practical session on e-procurement
by NIC.
26. The course should be five days Monday to Friday. Time of classes upto 6:00 PM. Only. Recent
circular/orders/Memorandum may enclose with the study material. One day field visit.
27. The course enriched my knowledge in Public Procurement field and will improve decision making.
28. Training programme on procurement of Pubic fund is a food training. The training is much useful for
purchasing in materials by following in GR, 2015.Thanks for Director NIFM and in faculties.
29. The course is very much beneficial as updated norm, regulations and their practical implementation are
taught. Providing a common foreum for all procurement officers from different control services in equally
beneficial.
30. Very intensive as I learn about procurement for Pr.
31. Very informative about public procurement. So many new things learn from this course. To avoid too facility
should be available whose official residing in Delhi.
32. Very impressive.
33. It has given good exposure to Public Procurement wherein we got the opportunity to know about the
procedures of various other necessity/Deptt. An exhaustive course on GeM will be useful.
34. The course given a base far interaction with experts & experienced service officers of central Govt. post the
completion course, horizons have been considered. Thank you very much for training manual.
35. Program is good. More case studies may be incorporated.
36. An excellent course by which many essential ingredients on ‘Public Procurement’ is being made clear, &
promise to be effective during “ON JOB” tasks.
37. Latest Govt. initiative such as GeM should be allotted more time to ensure successful implementation by
various Govt. Deptt.
38. PP course may be designed for 8 hrs per days and upto two weeks, which will make us Leisurely Grasp the
lecture.
39. Highly knowledgeable and experienced faculty. Even though course content is not very relevant to CPWD
overall very good course, will conducts.
40. Got opportunity to know about GFR and PP as well as the practices followed by other Govt. Deptt., which will
help us in brushing up our knowledge and improve one practices etc.
41. I suggest more time slots be dedicated for practical training in e-Tendering because the existing one and a half
hour slot for practical/Hands on training turned out to be highly inadequate.
42. The training provided is quite important in the matter of procurement.
43. It has helped in understanding GFR; e-procurement and related issues. I t has dealt in brief about GeM. The
training is helpful to those who are involved I purchasing and procuring on a large scale.
44. Very useful and important course on procurement classified various issues them for General experiences of
Directing Staff. The course duration should be extended for 4 more days.

Period 05th – 10th Sep, 2016
Participant Attended – 55
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. The environment of the campus is very fine, the combination study, Yoga, hospitality etc are remarkable and
fully satisfactory.
2. To ensure proper application of procedure of E-procurement prescribed in GFR 2005 which outsourcing
manpower, goods, services, etc.
3. The course was immensely beneficial and especially will be helpful in the day to day, work of the organization.
The rules and regulations were explained nicely. In fact, such courses should he frequently organized properly
once in a year.
4. This course is good & effective. May consider for more expansion to include practical implementation & result
oriented. All over this may arrange in frequent manner.
5. MDP, PP training conducted by the NIFM is very nicely, it has given me the good knowledge in the good
knowledge in the field, Now I feel the confident to carryout the Govt. work properly. Some of the field trip
also would have been included in the near by place. Illustrations of some of the case study would have been
included in the lecture session.
6. This course is much beneficial to the officer involved in procurement as well as works contract. However the
length of the course training & it is suggested the Period shall be started by 9:30 AM t 5:30 PM. With 1 Hour
Lunch break. The overall thus course is very good.
7. Learned in the new Area such as Govt. E-Market, E-Procurement, Competitive commission of India, Consultant
in consulting service etc.
8. It is very useful course who deals in procurement.
9. Class timing should be reducing from 9:30 AM to 01:30 PM & 02:30 to 05:00 PM only.
10. The course is very beneficial as it provides an insight into the various rules and provisions of GFR and other
constitutional Acts regarding procurement of Goods, Works and Services.
11. It was good refreshing course in the lush green campus starting with Yoga and ending with good walk
sandwiched with very interesting & interactive lectures from eminent experienced speakers from various
fields.
12. GFR provision update for procurement and it will be very useful to cape up with short falls.
13. The manual provided is not updated according to present session, presentations. While doing practical on
procurement on NIC portal my system was not responding due to some ORACLE issues. Hence it is requested
to keep them functional before starting practical classes.
14. Thanks for the excellent organisation of the course & related logistic arrangements. The course has provided
awareness about the e-procurement process-need, significance benefits.
15. Thanks for excellent organization of the course and related other arrangements. The course has provided
awareness about the e-procurement process need its significance and benefit.
16. GFR, e-procurement, CVC. If possible the course may be arranged for groups whose components have a similar
kind of requirement and purchase system. This way the long provides of classes as well as the duration may
me reduced. The long duration of classes trends to take toll on the listening capacity.
17. Course is relevant to day to day practice for working executives for Govt. of India, for various Deptt
18. Course structure designed for Public Procurement is very informative and useful.
19. It is very effective towards duties to be performed in this field during day to day working. Demonstration of
NIC in the lengthy, it should restricted on practical training only and we are using ITI portal, so it is (NIC) not
useful for us.
20. This is very much helpful in the area of public procurement. It has provided great strength to do public
procurement. Very essential for Govt. servant on the same area.

21. Case studies should be discussed with relevant practical examples for better understanding of situations in
procurement. For example; how to prepare comprehensive and robust bid documents to avoid complications
at later stage.
22. The performance during imparting training in Procuring was very Poor needs to be consulted.
23. Catering facilities needs to improve.
24. Acquired knowledge of Procurement/e-procurement. Acquired knowledge of Personal Investment.
25. Gained knowledge in larger content on various subjects like GFR Ruling in Public Procurement, E-Procurement,
Competition law and consultancy services though in present level of exposure of the undersigned as above
subjects is minimize.
26. The timing of class should be 09:30 AM to 5:30 PM.
27. Course should be conducted from 10AM to 5 PM only.
28. Useful in enhancing the knowledge in Procurement Procedures and other guidelines applicable to government
in Purchase and Procurement.
29. Rotation of faculties. Classes should be 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM only each day.
30. Sessions on e-procurement were very informative and relevant to my present duties in the office.
31. This course will benefitted me while discharge my duties during procurement. The material/information
supplied through course is very good and useful for reference document, Procedure and guidelines.
32. Course is very informative.

Period 19th – 24th Sep, 2016
Participant Attended – 70
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Course is highly beneficial for a beginner, intermediate and expert procurement handling office.
Following is suggested for further benefits (a) classes to be re-designed based on experience (separate
training course for beginner, intermediate and expert experienced officers).(b) Less class on theory
especially GFR rules and more case studies and interactive sessions is highly suggested.
2. It is beneficial to all. It should be more interactive. Duration should be enhanced due to designed this
course presently.
3. Learn about e-tendering, take brochure knowledge about GeM, e-procurement and how to Publish etender. However it will become more beneficial if Practical Cases in Computer lab should be increased.
4. Knowledge on Public Procurement refreshed from the course. If it is more practical then it is more
effective.
5. I have learned many things regarding purchasing it will be very beneficial for me for official work.
6. The time for NIC lab shall be increase than other theory classes.
7. Accommodation facilities should be improved. Also single room may be provided to each. More emphasis
should be given on case studies/practical work. Audio should be improved for participant in the back.
8. Very knowledgeable, highly benefitted. Overall management excellent. Campus is very attractive, clean
room. The course should be arranged separately for GST every half yearly.
9. Exclusively to CPWD officials, special class would have been arranged to Tender Wizard.com which we
can using to e-procurement at least one class to Tender wizard. In place of NIC classes to CPWD people
separate arrange nicely have arranged.
10. GFR, Audit chapter not included the latest circular updated. Rest of things are very good for learning for
DDO & tender process.
11. The MDP on Public Procurement arranged by NIFM for officers of various deptt. them part the country
in several phases is really appreciable & I personally welcome the said programme becomes an
participants should have got satisfied the teaching & discussions by very experience faculties of the
institute I suggest the Computer hand work time should be at least two days.
12. Micro/minute information, that should be kept in mind which procurement are very much beneficial for
us. ‘GeM is totally new subject for me.
13. Training is very useful and required to be considered more than one week programme please.
14. Its very beneficial. Hostel facilities needs to be improved. Duration of lectures for GeM and Audit for
Procurement Goods may be increased.
15. Exposure to latest process GeM. Old Hostel needs to be maintained, Bed sheets covers curtains
renovated, tap leakages to be stopped.
16. The duration of the course is too short to cover the objective,
17. Public Procurement course is very useful.
18. This course is of great importance in refreshing my knowledge on dealing with the issues of Procurement.
Also able to learn e-procurement which is mandatory these days.
19. Overall course was good. Food should be better at Mess.
20. Course content is good and faculty is also very much effective & interactive. However, hostel facility and
fooding of Ganga Bhawan is not up to the mark.
21. The training program has benefited in r/o GeM and most important aspect viz. e-procurement by means
of e-Tendering. The only thing is if the program is designed for 3 days theory & 3 days Practical eprocurement work it would be more helpful to the participants to learn effectively.

22. Course is excellently designed and executed, class room is provided with required infrastructure.
However, audio system needs to be improved for classes voice.
23. Very useful programme.
24. The classes of Audit of Procurement of Goods, works & services may be increased.GFR classes are
repetitive. The courses are good.
25. Courses helped to refresh the procedure and guidelines related with e-tendering.
26. There are two new things come to my knowledge that GeM and services procurement by Govt.
department which is useful and all other refreshes us.
27. It is very-very beneficial for the Govt. officers. Duration of the course should be two weeks. Study
materials/practical speech should be correlated with international organization. Indian organization
decision and International organization decision should have been included in course materials.
28. Course material to excellent and other faculties are also very good. The course is very useful and
beneficial to the persons attending the MDP.
29. This course was beneficial for obtaining all the relevant knowledge about public procurement of goods
works services etc under a single source and also for refreshing the knowledge gained earlier.
30. I am going back with abundant knowledge on purchase procedures, analyzing, Competitive privacy and
much more. This training may be extended for grade pay 4800/- below.
31. Management Development Programme on Procurement organized by M/s NIFM is essential and
excellent.
32. Time is not sufficient for CCI, C&AG, e-Procurement through DGS&D.
33. The course can be extended to two weeks. Audio video tools, i.e. documentary based on concept
showing/explaining the idea & also diagrammatic slides could be used for more effective in
understanding.
34. Knowledge of procurement procedures and rules, laws has increased because of this training. Eprocurement and GeM introduction has also been excellent.
35. The course content is very effective.
36. Its very hard to maintain attentiveness and concentration throughout the day, course may be designed
for 2 weeks. Non case studies may be included along with practical trg. on computers.
37. Got acquainted with newly launched GeM, GFR.
38. The course has been very informative & refreshers all the information once again along with updating
with the latest orders/trends etc. Thanks NIFM for giving an opportunity to attend such a nice course.
39. The course curriculum is very good and it trend. Short period to course all the issues and it will become
more beneficial if the practical classes are and case study increasing would help may due to the procedure
has deduction then week or P.O.
40. The structure of the course is relevant but the hands or training on e-procurement could have been more
elaborated of given another session. Otherwise the programme means successful.
41. Detailed coverage of procurement instead of Audit, more classes on GeM and Competition Act may be
included.
42. More time to be allotted for GeM and CAG Audit Procurement hours to give replies particularly.
43. It was good designed course organized by very senior & experience faculties.
44. For GeM and e-Procurement sessions time was allotted and Procurement through DG STQ was not
lectured out all.
45. I have learnt many new things about procurement, E-Procurement session was very useful & practical.
46. Little exposure to e-procurement and good exposure to other Procurement related subjects.
47. This type of training should take place at least once in a year where we can interact with the professionals
of huge practical experience. This help to clear many doubts. If possible, may please ask the name of the
person who attended this course for the advance training in future.

48. Its e-procurement course is very important effect for me. As well as convey to my organization for future
correctness. This course minimum should be two weeks. And computer practical classes also be four &
five days.
49. GeM and NIC classes are more useful in our practical life. Duration of these classes should be increased.
Accommodation and food standard of Hostel is very good. Course duration should be for two weeks.
50. Got knowledge about the GFR, documentation, e-procurement, GeM, consultancy of services.
51. Yes this course is very beneficial for me because I am working as practical officer and looking after the
work of Administrative Department also.
52. This course is helpful to conceptualize procurement process.

Period 26th Sep – 01st Oct, 2016
Participant Attended – 55
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Very useful in dealing with day to day Procurement cases. Got clarity on many doubts.
2. In many of the lectures the course contained was overlapping.
3. All the facilities are up to the mark and remarkable.
4. It gives a great in sight, especially on consultancy contents. Case studies if possible be covered.
5. Familiar with e-procurement model. Familiar with GFR 2005
6. E-procurement through CPF Portal session was very much useful. GeM session also very useful.
7. Since I was not well conversation with GFR, CVC guidelines C&G etc. I learnt much here.
8. Insights into GFR; consulting contracts which are generally not an area of activity firms.
9. More case studies should be covered.
10. Timing of course are more than 8 hrs. It is suggested to have timing between 0900am to 0530 pm.
11. The study material is not updated but information given are of relevant. Case studies are also a good mode of
learning.
12. The Public procurement course has been designed very good. As per my requirement classes and practical
aspects in Govt. e-Market Place (GeM) may please be increased.
13. Updated knowledge of topics on various subjects delivered timing lecture.
14. As per course content is concerns the course is very informative & relevant. Case studies may be used
extremely for discussion & better understanding rather than class room teaching from relevant documents.
15. Enhanced level of confidence in discharging assigned Task; in the serving Department.
16. In my view the practical class in computer of e-procurement should be at least three days.
17. Management Development Programme on Public Procurement Training is very excellent. The training is very
helpful for me & I have learnt many more teachings from the Lectures, I am very much more thankful for
organization to select me for training.
18. The procurement training programme was very informative and useful. Specially the e-procurement/epublisher and the practical session were very (useful) interesting. The procurement capsule is devining and I
am lucky to experience it.
19. Course is very informative and helpful for all officers doing Procurement in senior respective organizations.
Duration of the course should be of 2 weeks because right know the subject-matter is vast and days are less.
Duration of classes on a particular day is very lengthy it should be curtained a bit otherwise the course is an
excellent learning experience.
20. The basics of Public Procurement, its do & donts i.e. mandatory fields to be kept in mind, which one is doing
procurement duty. Legalities attached with the subject.
21. Sessions of GeM needs to be given more emphasis in respond to the hours. Session of CPWD manual was not
applicable to all except CPWD peoples.
22. Overall the course is very much beneficial and fruitful.
23. The course was in details and field/subject which were related to our dept. shall be beneficial.
24. Lots of area which we are not normally exposed to such as interaction of procurement World Bank projects
and GFR are explained in the class by the faculties in a very effective manner.
25. Very informative.
26. Very interactive and knowledge session, learnt a lot which will be very helpful and useful in performing Govt.
duty.
27. It is a very-very good course, time can be extended and facility to provide an practical field issues on email or
phone etc.Thanking you want to come again for such type of knowledgeful programme.

Period 03rd – 08th Oct, 2016
Participant Attended – 52
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. I got to learn many a things and shall be beneficial to me in discharging my duties & responsibilities. However,
a field visit to site of national importance could have been arranged.
2. I gained a lot of practical knowledge & some concepts & ideas were cleared up during the sessions. There was
a lot good interaction with the faculty during the sessions. Overall, the course was beneficial.
3. It is very informative and knowledgeable session which helps for improvement of procurement skill as per
GFR 2005.
4. The training programme usefully/successfully my service effective. All faculty very good study material useful.
The training may be extended up to 6 days to 10 days required & class timing have been change i.e. 10:00A.M.
to 13:00 PM & 15:30 PM to 17:00 PM. may be required please.
5. The training programme is highly beneficial for us in understanding the Procurement Procedures. The periods
for practicals session in NIC for e-tendering process should be increased.
6. Excellent, but it will be more beneficial if more case study of Procurement dispute/errors and others
complications items. Rest is good.
7. Such type of training is necessary to enhance the barrier of knowledge; The training faculty were good, subject
materials was good.
8. The course is very informative and six days time is too big. Secondly SAG level officers are involved in the
training. So definitely they dominate the discussion hence, should be trained separately. I was personally
benefitted with GFR its use in e-procurement, NIC computer lab, role of CVC.
9. During public procurement course all faculty was very good and more experienced. I have many benefits this
course i.e. procurement of goods, services. The classroom facilities and catering arrangements in Hostel are
also excellent.
10. Nicely organised programme with Hands on experience in practical using NIC portal.
11. Able to understand the e-procurement.
12. The course is fruitful. The pollution free atmosphere of Institute campus is appreciable as well as behavior of
staff is also appreciable. The course should be continued in future also.
13. If possible timing of Training may be revised.
14. I could learn/understand CVC guidelines in detail. Functioning of CPWD, GeM etc who also one of the benefits
of the course.
15. This tag is helpful to do work on Procurement system easily. More fruits trees require to be planned in the
campus.
16. The case studies discussed in procurement of goods was useful along with practical session on e-procurement
portal of GeM.
17. Experience shared by the faculty was very helpful. It would be more helpful if copies of latest instructions
issued by Min of Fin/CVC nst provided in the book be also provided. RTI in PP may also be included.
18. Practical knowledge shared by the faculty- a good source for decision making. Case studies in hard copy form
required for reference.
19. It is important course for financial distribution by the public servant. Hence this course should start from the
joining/at college level studies entering in Govt. service.
20. It is an important course for EE.
21. Above course is very interesting to know about GFR, Rules, Law & Public Procurement.
22. Could get minute details of purchase of GFR, CCI, etc.

23. Overall course is good with some modification may be incorporated like the class/subject/topic on “World
Bank project procurement” is not useful for CPWD participants as no project of World Bank is understand by
CPWD at present.
24. Excellent & useful course. It should be imparted/trained as beginning of our responsibilities as Ex.
Engineer/DDO. Interaction with CPWD-CVO/CVC offices should be incorporated.
25. The course has been very well planned and very informative. The experience has been excellent. Request is
to not include Saturdays.
26. Topics on GFR, CCI and GeM are very good.
27. The training is very useful for Pubic Procurement and the time should be two weeks with time schedule from
9:30AM to 5:30PM. The T.V. may be provided in Room of Hostel, if possible.
28. The course is very useful. These should be at least two lecture of 2 hours duration on CCI as it is very beneficial
for a Govt. official.
29. Got updated about various provisions in GFR with regard to procurement.
30. Please provide notes on P.P.P and Audit of Procurement of goods. Email-shibendu1967@gmail.com
31. This course is very important & beneficial for us because CPWD are whole in charge of procurement for all
CPWD works control Govt.’s Deptt. etc.
32. Providing soft copy of training material shall be more useful, if possible so.

Period 24th – 29th Oct, 2016
Participant Attended – 32
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Acquired deeper knowledge on GFR & Procurement of consultancy service. It was observed that all the slides
are not covered by faculty, may be due to shortage of time.
2. Effective & beneficial but period of course is short and must be expanded at least for one more week for
serving class.
3. Public Procurement during the period of course benefitted me, Course may be organised for one
organizations/departments, if possible (the course may be more effective.)
4. Course was very fruitful and met its objective. Practical classes on e-procurement may be increased. Best
wishes to team NIFM and prominent guest faculties, “Fabulous”
5. Course is good for all departments. However durations of course more than two weeks.
6. Really fruitful and useful for our day to day procurements. For an officer, especially who has just started his
service, an must course. Excellent, experienced and updated faculty. Boarding/lodging of good quality. Would
definitely recommended follows officers to do this course.
7. Accommodation in Hostel..Packet of toothpaste and brush, slippers should have been provided in the room.
CCI, E-Proc, helpful.
8. Public Procurement of Goods and e-procurement of goods.
9. After the course able to complete the e-procurement.
10. Effective it is short time, it may be one more week for more gaining knowledge on e-procurement.
11. The course contents for refresher who does not know GFR But experience 15-20 is well aware the GFR.
12. The session for NIC should me more as due to shortage of time they are not able to cover it up in allotted
time. Rest faculties are the magnificent. Over it was a great learning hour.
13. It will definitely help us during service.
14. Doubts get cleared. Useful course.
15. Book provided with course is asset full of procurement knowledge.
16. Full of knowledge course, help in working in CPWD.
17. I have been benefitted a lot with GFR and Procurement method. It is very good method of training for CPWD
executive engineers who are directly related with procurement, Tender works and other etc. It is very good
course.
18. Course is very useful in day to day office work.
19. Gained knowledge about consultancy works and PPP modes in particular as these are new areas where we
have least experience. Lecture on World Bank Guidelines was also useful.
20. Though many of items are known and in practice, few new items are came across. Overall the programme will
benefit in day to day working and it is a refresher.
21. Clear understanding of what is being done and modification/connection required. Excellent interaction with
experienced professionals and sharing of instance, correct procedure etc. It will be better if single occupancy
accommodation is provided at hostel.
22. Yes, I have learnt a lot as per latest Govt. Policies & initiatives taken in current scenario.
23. The procedures which are being followed in the department and the duties are being performed can improved
and can be done more efficiently and effectively.

Period 07th – 12th Nov, 2016
Participant Attended – 54
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Course should be minimum 10 working days & class programme is very congested. It should be Good.
2. E-procurement-NIC Ms. Usha Saxena, not interactive with participant. Competition Law & Public
Procurement-Ms. Savitri Rao Kore, CCI, not interacted with the participants properly. E-procurement-Sh.
M.Rama Amirtham & his associates are not co-ordinated along with participants by himself & his assistants
who were attended on practical with computer.
3. MDP on Public Procurement is extremely beneficial for Procurement/Finance officers and users. However
depending on seniority/experience of Participants batches can be formed for deliberation of topics at
appropriate level.
4.

Learned lot of training relating to Procurement/e-Procurement. An true aspects have been covered which
will be much more useful. Clarity in various issues. Much more useful in field dealing Procurement
tender/contacts/curriculating etc.

5. Acquired a good knowledge about Public Procurement.
6. The knowledge gained during the course may be useful/beneficial in future whenever the codition come/will
arise. The course is very relevant & the facilities provided is also very good but has to be improved.
7. The course is too compressed and hence time to unzip sometimes not possible for the speakers due to
interactions and vastness of the subject. It is more like a refreshers course and hence able to refresh my
knowledge on procurement with the latest updates. Hands on training on e-procurement will help for me to
more towards & procurement. All the lectures are experts on the subject they dealt with.
8. Finer details of GFR, Govt. Procurement policies Contract management, CVC guidelines, CAG & Audit angles,
Govt. e-Market Place & e-Procurement could be understood clearly.
9. The e-procurement programme orientation Training is very much useful and it is very exhaustive in subject.
My suggestion, at Least half only study trip would have been very much relaxed. Also accommodation a food
services were good.
10. Gained very good knowledge about GFR and purchase procedures on procurement of goods and placing
orders, E-procurement through computer was very excellent.
11. Attained better knowledge about the process of procurement and understood more about GFR, CVC etc. The
course was very useful.
12. It is benefited me to classify certain doubts, I was having in the procurement process. Through interaction I
could not important Govt. instructions & clues of better functioning in my organization.
13. Idea about the Procurement process, interaction with the faculty and course participants widens the horizon.
14. MDP will be useful for me to impact training to IAS probationers in LBSNFA Mussorie. Deep knowledge cleared
many doubts and turn more confident to handle procurement process.
15. Interaction with peer groups from other govt. organizations. A very peaceful, greenery beautiful campus ideal
for study & relaxation.
16. Immensely benefited by the on going course however to have all on the same level the duration may please
be increased from 6 days to 10-12 days.
17. Contents of the course are very rich and useful. Hard to absorb all. An eye opens in a new area. Audio facilities
needs improvement.
18. Will be useful in official Procurement Procedures.
19. Training course duration should be 2 weeks and hours of training should also be 0930 hrs to 1700hrs. Hostel
room should not be shared with another one. In Hostel Room & TV show also be provided for news/recreation
for entertainment etc.
20. The course is very much beneficial as very top level experts commented/delivered lectures having got
experienced in the fields to officials of different fields. The accommodation should be single as it this level
there are various problems being experiences by trainees.

21. Gained much more knowledge on Public Procurement regarding which I was not aware so far. It is very much
useful.
22. The strength in each batch is too high and is no case be above 25. Course contents are exhaustive and 6 days
9:00-7:00 to 7:30 is too taming and leaves hardly any time for self study.
23. Course duration should be extended. Practical session could be more specially concern with any organization
procurement process with details of errors.
24. As a fresher in Public Procurement got the very good chance to learn about procurement, GFR,E-procurement
& tendering.
25. The public procurement management course much benefit for a beginner like us in the some time lot of
experience Lecturers/Professsor are deliberate the subject. Lastly suggested that the course much be extend
the duration of the course.
26. Elaborate discussion of GFR enhanced the working knowledge and provided guidance and able to clear the
doubts. More class on practical training on e-procurement at Computer Lab may be more helpful.
27. Refresh knowledge from the course. Practical class of e-procurement was not sufficient, special course needs
to be designed for e-procurement.

Period 14th – 19th Nov, 2016
Participant Attended – 25
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Buy & back classes more detail in class. Computer class for E-Procurement give more interaction not go
fast.
2. Obviously the course was very effective of our daily official working. The concept is now much clear on
all the prospects however the schedule was very hectic. Classes of Ms. Kanika was very good and she
made at very clear. Mr. Atul Kumar also classified well on e-procurement.
3. Acquired theoretical & practical knowledge of/on Public Procurement to be used in Govt. officer.
Information provided neg. CPP Portal & e-procurement is also very useful/beneficial.
4. This course is relevant lent all topics are not relevant for individual. But overall aspects of Public
Procurement lectures may be useful to all.
5. The role of CVC got clear as well consultancy service hiring also got cleared. There may be provision of
refresher course to be updated with the latest Govt. policy & provisions.
6. I enriched my knowledge for this course. I got some of my small doubts cleared and got a very deep ideas
of working of Audits, C &AG and Import rules.
7. Overall PP MDP is very excellent.
8. GFR rules though exhaustive was explained with due diligence & will be very helpful in my work. I thank
all concerned, with special mention to the faculty for this training & wish them very best for the future
endeavors.
9. Course covered almost every aspect of Public Procurement. May have covered PFMS also. Course should
be a basic qualification for any Procurement officer.
10. Good training. I am sure this training is going to help me a lot while dealing with e-procurement etc. I am
thankful to NIFM team to give me such an efficient, effective training. Thanks again.
11. The course delivered a lot of benefits viz CVC, CAG, CCI, Audit Procurement (E-procurement), GFR etc.
They are highly beneficial to our department. Apart from course there were very good lodging, fooding,
library, games, sports, gym etc. faculties they guest faculties, NIFM faculties etc were outstanding in
delivering the MDP etc. Regards to all of them, Jai Hind.
12. MDP on e-procurement/ Public Procurement is a very effective program and very beneficiary. I truly like
this program and wish good luck to NIFM for their efforts. Thanking you and wish to come again.
13. Information provided was new to me in terms of understanding better implementation of rules and
regulations with in the changing market scenario of the private players as well as the government.
14. First of all must be available of course syllabus in Hindi also, training was very good and very useful to us.
All lectures are very efficient and have a good knowledge of their subject.
15. A very good programme. Learnt a lot. All the officers dealing with at any level of procurement should
undergo/attend this programme at least once in his/her early carrier. However, he/she must have some
experience in practical procurement.
16. Practical classes on e-procurement in computer lab should be increased. Course schedule should be
made less hectic by increasing the duration of course from one to two weeks.
17. This type of training sessions shall be conducted at regular interview with amended rules. In this training
we need more time for practical for Public Procurement Portal.
18. Course is very beneficial in discharge of my duties and it will definitely beneficial to my institutions also.
Regularly updation may be provided.
19. MDP(PP) enhanced my knowledge of Procurement especially guidelines of CVC.
20. Practical exercise on GeM and E-Procurement should be enhanced. Course should be designed as per the
requirement of particular department.

Period 21st – 26th Nov, 2016
Participant Attended – 30
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. The course has clarified many of the doubts.
2. Doubts and queries arising during field work, were well clarified.
3. Accommodation is good but accommodate one officer in each room due to size, infrastructure etc.
Remaining facilities, imparting technique are excellent. Thanks a lot.
4. Course is very good for e-procurement in Department of E-market concept are also good for
Departments.
5. Course is very good for procurement, in the departmental and is very beneficial especially GeM, GFRs
CPP Portal Lectures are very good. Hands on practice by NIC classes is very good.
6. Impacts & discussions were useful however there is need to include session or outsourcing, which is a
need of organization a days in current scenario of working.
7. Not much benefits derived as the training lacked practical approach of teaching. Case study based
training would have given us more benefits in our day to day working.
8. The training gave an exposure to different aspects of procurement except and it and hiring of services.
Repetitions of same topics by different speakers may be avoided to save time to accommodate topics
which were not covered during training due to paucity to time.
9. Repetition happens many times so omation of repetition is required to time saving and better
management. Make sure the topics mention in course content must be dealt will reasonable time.
10. Very useful & relevant to the functionally domain.
11. The syllabus is vast and could not covered in 6 days. As audit and few other aspects like practicals were
not covered. Request initiate this programme in 2 spells i.e. basic wow completed & an advanced course.
12. All the faculty who took class, have vast experience and were eager to impart knowledge. The course can
be split into two. So that time is given to faculty to go into the subject without being pressed for time.
13. Basic information in e-Market, CVC Guidelines, e-Procurement, it is useful us on Public Procurement
faculty & rice.
14. One day canteen facility should be there in campus.
15. Course is very beneficial and fully meets its basic objective. However it is suggested that Participants of
this course should be further detailed fro GeM course and other advanced courses of similar nature.
16. Public Procurement course is very interactive and beneficial to us. But syllabus is very vast required for
extension of course schedule.
17. Extremely beneficial for those who have been indicated into PP in past 12-18 months. Consultancy as
subject was new and useful to me. Insight into CVC guidelines is very helpful.
18. TV/Computer should be provided in accommodation (Room) and training period should be increase
minimum 12 days.

Period 28th Nov – 03rd Dec, 2016
Participant Attended – 34
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Subjects/portion of syllabus is too vast time scarcity. More time should be given for practical training
lecture by younger generation faculty would be more effective in providing information.
2. Much benefitted.
3. An excellent course. A must do for all those involved in Procurement Process Excellent faculty, green
campus. Salutations to all.
4. Got clarity on Procurement Principles/rules and practical implications. Very helpful for novice
Procurement executive in guiding them.
5. Got insight of the issues and rules related to procurement including new e-tools.
6. Informative course, produces clarity regarding various issues related to Procurement.
7. Very useful course refreshing and enhancing the knowledge about Public Procurement. Organize more
session on GeM. Single accommodation should be provided.
8. The training impressed is very useful and will be helpful for Programming goods/services in future. The
study material may be given three parts viz, e-Tender, CVC Guidelines and Public Procurements.
9. GeM, E-Procurement and in depth knowledge on GFR, Contract Management etc.
10. LED TV should be provided in room in Hostel. A tour programme nearby should be organized. A decision
should be maintained by NIFM for officers on training.
11. During the course, I have learnt a lot of important guidelines and processes to be adopted and followed
in Public Procurement. GeM & e-Procurement seems to be of immense importance in coming future.
12. This course is an open platform for all trainees and made aware with lots of new knowledgeable things
which were earlier unaware. Practical sessions should be introduce more.
13. Audio system may be loosed into. More hands on experience on GeM & e-Procurement.
14. More practical session should be add in this training. Duration of this course increase with two week.
15. I understand lots of issues related with Procurement and got clarity related to GFR.
16. As I had already mentioned that this course content is very useful and informative. But there is one
suggestion that course should be more oriented toward e-procurement a GeM.

Period 05th – 10th Dec, 2016
Participant Attended – 45
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. GeM, e-Procurement needs to be covered in detail. The course should be for at least 2 week so that all
content can be covered properly.
2. Course is well designed and very informative but the duration of the daily periods should be minimized
i.e. from 1000hrs to 1700 hrs & for two weeks.
3. It would be better if all PPTs are provided at the beginning in electronic format, so that one can go
through and be prepared for clarification in the class & all PPTs are also requested to be provided in print
format.
4. Soft copy in the form of CD/Pen Drive may be given for the chapters like e-Procurement, GFR, CVC, Audit
& Procurement etc.
5. Television set may be provided in each room. Emphasis may be given to demo classes as compare to
theory class. Study duration may be reduced for better understanding and knowledge enforcement.
6. Please add more time in practical classes of e-Procurement. If possible practical classes of GFR may also
be arrange.
7. This course was too much benefitted for us. Lecture and presentation in detail on procurement has
enhanced the knowledge Lecture cum practical exercise on e-Procurement was also very useful. All other
lectures were also very useful.
8. Course is very useful. But classes not more than six to seven hours in a day.
9. The course material supplied relevant & related to the course content yet to be received and same should
be provided in ‘Pen Drive’ to each participants which may be very useful for us. Need more focus on eProcurement & GeM lectures.
10. Proper presentation of NIT, Contract, Agreement. Explanation given by faculty on GFR is very easy to
understand.
11. The procurement procedure which used to be seen as a site process was understood with ref to the GFR,
Competitive, Audit requirement as whole range of other issues. The course may be terminated by
1400hrs. as regarding so that the participants may leave of their respective please.
12. My comments is follow. E-Public Procurement course is to be more than three weeks. NIFM is very free
pollution area. Facility relating sports is vey good.
13. The training was good and relevant to my work. I was enriched in knowing Public Procurement. The
computer practice for e-Procurement to be more interactive and faculties should be spend more time
with participants.
14. Very good. Practical orientation should be long.
15. Extremely helpful. The lecture on GeM was very short one more class with be better for the participants.
16. Excellent training. It is great ambition of theoretical and practical knowledge.
17. Basic knowledge of procurement GeM uploading of Tender documents i.e. tendering, Tender documents,
etc.
18. Course material is only in English. It should also be supplied in Hindi.
19. May also be focused on GeM and Practical should be arranged on GeM Portal.
20. The course has given me an insight into what Public Procurement is all about and understand the process
and peripheral activities with underlying fundamentals. It has been great pleasure to interact with highly
learned and respected faculty members during the learning process.
21. Course was very much necessary and it has benefitted me a lot regarding basics of procurement, financial
issues and General financial rules.

22. Very good course. Practical portion should be increased for much clarity.
23. The course is beneficial and gives theoretical insight of Public Procurement. But instead of touching every
area a little bit, more emphasis should be given on practical aspect like GeM, e-Procurement procedures.
24. Now able to prepare tender documents/RFP. About essential steps in Bids and precaution required to be
made.
25. This training is very much useful to whom, one procuring goods/services etc and all Accounts & Finance
officers because they are associated in purchase etc directly and indirectly. But its period should be
increased.
26. Excellent Yoga instruction facility. Gained an insight into Public Procurement, it will help in performing
my official duties, responsibilities, manage better.

Period 19th – 24th Dec, 2016
Participant Attended – 41
Feedback of the Participants

Participants Remarks, if any:
1. This 6 days training very much use in our organization at this time of procurement training.
2. Everything, it is theoretical and practical session was quite good. The information about GFR 2005. EProcurement has been supplied by all the faculties in a very impressive manner. Thank a lot of giving so
important guidance.
3. Acquire knowledge about GFR, CAG, CPWD Work Procedure.
4. Orientation and hands on learning on process of Public Procurement including e-procurement.
5. Overall it is good course for all officer dealing with procurement. However some of topics such as Import
Procedures may not be of use to all participants. Further time allotted to few topics may be rewarded.
6. Training arranged was very useful and effective, the area of Procurement which was not clear in our the
same have been understand which will be implemented in our organization. The PPT/Handout are very
useful. Especially E-Procurement session was very good which was needed theoretical as well Practical
Lectures.
7. The course has been designed in such a manner which covers each & every aspect related to Public
Procurement. The course is very useful for upgrading the knowledge & have broader view in the matter.
8. Course is useful for developing skills relates to e-procurement will be using the techniques for further
office work.
9. The course may be extended to the extent of (days) to cater working between 9:15 & 18:00 Hrs to
facilities better concentration and focusing on the subject of lecture.
10. Upgrade/updated the knowledge from course. Please include ‘Budgeting’ in course. If possible course
material give in PEN drive along hard copy.
11. Very nearer to working area and most useful.
12. The class on GFR was very useful and the practical class on e-procurement cleared all the doubts and
made us aware about the compute e-procurement cycle.
13. It is useful knowledge about GFR, C&AG, Audit, Goods & Services Procurement.
14. Skills, efficiency & responsibility improve through course. Very knowledge us & useful course.
15. Some practical session can also included between theoretical class. Long session of theoretical class
became tiring some time. Lot’s of knowledge about CVC and CCI gain from this course as well as we are
unaware about many things and rules.
16. All faculty is very good. Computer practical session on e-procurement and GeM for one week so that
through practice can be done by each.
17. As far as procurement of my department is concerned its going to help me visualizing picture of any
procurement panned in future.
18. A very well laid out syllabus with excellent teaching staff. The course is a need of the hour and was found
to be extremely useful. The conducive environment (teaching/stay/sports) provided by the institute is
praise wealthy keep up the good work

Period 09th – 14th Jan, 2017
Participant Attended – 52
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Practical orientation to the appreciated on Public Procurement. Effective delivery of procedural
guidelines on Public Procurement.
2. It is not suggestion, rather a request if tea is served one more time in the morning evening session, the
participants will interact/pay attention more. One extra session for E-Procurement.
3. Very knowledgeable orientation course designed by NIFM. Learn a lot of things useful for me. Keep it up.
4. The GFR input is good. However there is complete lack of practical knowledge sharing. If some practical
sessions & case studies.
5. It was much useful to understand the GFR and CVC guidelines to follow and orientation in work
procedure.
6. Course was very useful and having complete relevance with work and functions in Govt. Organisations.
Besides theoretical sessions, Problem solving sessions may also be added in the course content to
understand the things in a better way.
7. Needs two more practical on computer on public procurement i.e. e-procurement and also provide FAQ
& chart of practical, otherwise course designed by NIFM is very good & knowledgeable.
8. Computer Lab classes/Hands on training duration may be extended the present period scheduled.
9. Gained knowledge of Public Procurement. Schedule of the training be extended for the through
knowledge by way & practical.
10. It has given in depth knowledge of procurement especially Tendering execution/on line portal in a well
defined way which can easily be understood by all the participants as per GFR etc.
11. A lot of knowledge gained from the faculties during the duration of the course/training. It is requested
that same type of training may also be given in future on periodical basis.
12. The course is useful for me. The knowledge built by the course will certainly upgrade my financial
knowledge skill as well as the knowledge in Procurement.
13. It made many facts clear, gave practical knowledge with examples. It can be made shorter with exact
reference to GFR.
14. Got a through idea on GFR, CVC guidelines and procurement process. This knowledge can be utilized in
our department to improve the transparency in procurement.
15. Very vast knowledge obtained by the above programme about Procurement Procedure, Tendering
Procedure, Bidding Procedure, Technicalities of overseas Tendering, Procurement, Insurance Policy, etc.
16. Training programme is satisfactory.
17. Classes of e-procurement could be more. Classes of the timings 9:30 to 5:00PM. Course duration could
be increase one or two days.
18. Systematic study materials and lecture will help to discharge Govt. work more efficiency.
19. Acquired much more knowledge on the subject. However study materials designed more systematically
all lecture will be helpful to discharge Govt. work more efficiently. More classes of practical orientation
should also be provided for be for out come.
20. Benefits have been derived even by those participants who are not involved on the direct procurement
process.
21. Procurement module was a interactive learning session. More time need to be given to E-procurement
from the every first day.
22. Required more practical/Lecture in E-procurement.
23. Beneficial for understanding official procedure for procurement.

24. Course content may be look into PPTs, book need to be updated. Competition Law subject, consulting
services need to more clear, Hence, some more time need to be given. Audit & procurement, contract
management may be called some good faculty who all can clear all the doubt. Contract Mgmt. session
was again Ok. But Audit & Procurement had very poor impression.

Period 16th – 21st Jan, 2016
Participant Attended – 20
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Course was extremely beneficial as regards learning as out GFR, e-procurement basic principles of
procurement. Knowledge would be of lot of help in our official work.
2. Excellent course learned a lot.
3. Had a bird’s view our Public Procurement Rules and procedure? The course is very useful.
4. Practical classes for e-procurement are required to be increased. More classes for GeM may be
incorporated in place of some irrelevant matters/subjects.
5. GeM module to be elaborated with registration, ordering procedure and hands on. Hands on time to be
increased. Course is beneficial and managed well.
6. Course should conclude on 6th day forenoon. More practical hands on required on e-procurement &
GeM. Excellent programme to know the rules/regulation on procurement. Individual may be given
chances for a case study for discussion.
7. This course may help us to work with procurement branch in office.
8. We should try to conclude the course by Saturday forenoon.
9. Definitely, it enhanced the skills, particularly in upcoming area of e-procurement. But time
dedicated/allotted to e-procurement is short.
10. Learned new things which has been unlearned off little to.
11. Good beneficial course.
12. Duration of the course should be increased. Period of e-Procurement required to be increased.
13. Definitely the course enhanced my knowledge in procurement, GFR, e-procurement etc. Thus course
also. Very useful for further my achieves in discharging duty in series. However, the practical session on
e-procurement requires some more classes.

Period 30th Jan – 04th Feb, 2017
Participant Attended – 27
Feedback of the Participants
Participants Remarks, if any:
1. Programme is good but time schedule for e-procurement (NIC part) practical may be reschedules for
doing the office job in effective manner. Theoretical part may be constrained by restrictly the time from
9:15 AM to 6:00 PM.
2. The duration of the course per session should be per hour & not continuously for nearly 2-3 hours. Also
9:30 to 1800 Hrs. Duration would be suitable.
3. This training is very useful for Govt. officers and the duration should be minimum 15 days.
4. Indeed a very good course on Public Procurement with updated information, Rules & Regulations. But,
the schedule is very compact and continuous classes give a monotonous feeling. During may be increased
by two days or so and classes run in a related manner.
5. Quite enriching expression for me. The course was very useful and I learned more than what I had
expected.
6. Initial induction programme can be effective & punctual right size the duration of the class, Repetitive
speakers leads to boring in the class. Lack of practical approach (in some session) and need of theoretical.
7. More sessions may be included for e-procurement including GeM etc. More time/sessions for computer
lab for hands on practice on e-procurement.
8. Audit & procurement should be give some more time & practicleness will be exceptional.
9. There is not much use of course in my Postal Dept. but I learn more than required by Dept.
10. A beneficial course for beginners in r/o procurement.
11. E-procurement hands on session by NIC should be of more duration.
12. The faculties can deliver their lectures in the common language. English so that those who are not
comfortable with Hindi like us may get all the delivered information completely. The faculties are so
dedicated and friendly. This course is very beneficial and I gained much knowledge about public
procurement.
13. The practice of computer lab as e-procurement may be happen at least 2 days. This course may be run
for two weeks.
14. It was the good, and useful programme though I am not Steno. This was made me to understand the
Procurement Procedure.

